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January 15, 1982

Social philosophy institute becomes research center
approved at meetings of the Graduate
Council, Council of Deans and others,
now needs only the signature of Dr.
With Wednesday's approval by Aca- John Eriksen, acting provost and
demic Council, the University's Insti- Academic Council chairman.
tute for Social Philosophy and Policy
Under University guidelines estabgained center status.
lished by Academic Council and the
Council voted unanimously to ap- Provost s Office in 1979, a research
prove changing the organization from center "describes a multidisciplinary
an institute to a research center, effort to develop new knowledge or to
following a presentation by Dr. Fred address applied research problems,"
Miller, executive director of the insti- while an institute is a "special intradepartment or intraschool organizatute-now-center.
The change, which also has been tion which is designed to use more
by David Slgworth
News staff reporter

effectively existing research, teaching and service resources within the
academic unit."
GIVING a brief background to
Council, Miller said the institute "set up as an institute in the philosophy department" - wanted significant involvement of the other social
sciences, specifically political science."
Miller, who also is the chair of the
philosophy department, said the
members, as a research center,
hoped to consider legal questions,

much malaise in the type of creativity
it has been able to display."
Miller said afterward that the center, located in Shatzel Hall, now can
"By achieving center
Eroceed with plans for conferences on
status, it would enhance
uman rights and distributive justice,
AND, he said, the organization is
financially self-sufficient, relying on and to later publish a journal on the
our ability to attract peogrant money for salaries and its oper- conference.
ple from other academic
ating budget. The institute has been
In other action, Eriksen appointed a
"astonishingly successfuT'in its grant
units."
subcommittee to recommend acasubmissions, Miller said.
Supporting the change, Eriksen demic budget priorities. The subcomsaid, the institute "has made such mittee will be headed by Dr. Donald
involving both philosophers and social marvelous strides in its academic DeRosa, Graduate College faculty
pursuits ... at a time when there is represenative.
scientists in the discussion.
"By achieving center status,"
Miller told Council, "it would enhance
our ability to attract people from
other academic units."

Perseverence paying off for York
Si Joey Magill
ews reporter
If you can keep your head when all
about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it
on you...
u you can meet with Triumph
and Disaster
And treat those two imposters
just the same...
' Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it.
"That's one of my favorite
Cms," said Bowling Green
key Coach Jerry York, as he
admired the newly-hung version of
Rudyard Kipling's famous poem in
the team's locker room. "I think
it's very fitting of the things we've
been through the past few years."
The Falcons have been through
some hard times, including two
successive losing seasons, but the

team has bounced from last place
in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association to first, and presently
find themselves as the fourthranked team in the nation.
York was hired in 1979 on the
heels of BG's most successful season ever. Ron Mason led the Falcons to a 37-6-2 record, spending
much of the season ranked number
one in the country. But Mason
decided to leave BG for Michigan
State.
York's job was supposed to be
simple. All he had to do was keep
the program at its nationallyranked level. He was hired from a
successful program at Clarkson,
and he was expected to have the
same success at Bowling Green.
"IT'S TOUGH for coaches to
make that transition from one
school to another," senior co-captain George McPhee said. "Any

coach is going to have trouble no
matter where ne goes, because you
have to go through that adjustment
period.'
York agreed that possibly the
best explanation for the losing seasons was that the players and the
coaches were getting used to each
other and the University.
"Even though we stayed in the
Eastern time zone, the league is
different, and the University is
different from where I was before," York said. "There are little
adjustments that have to be
made."
So, the adjustments were made,
and that means everything should
have come up rosy, right? Wrong.
During that period, York had the
job of convincing his players that
everything would work in the long
run.

photo by Dean Koapfler

City commission discusses leasing issues
by Kyle Silvers
News staff reporter
Leasing issues and policies were the
major topics of the city Housing Commission's first meeting of the year
last night.
Representatives of the Student Consumer Union and Tenants Organized
to Reduce Corrupt Housing as well as
local landlords presented their viewpoints on the the student housing
situation.
Ed Aumiller, Consumer Union
chairman, said that students feel
pressure to find roommates and sign

leases as early as January.
DICK HEYMAN, owner of University Village and University Courts
apartments, presented a landlord's
viewpoint.
"I take no joy in having to determine my rents by Feb. 1, he said,
explaining that he must base his
charges on increasing utility, gas and
electric rates. "I'd rather hold off
until I can put my finger on the
increases."
Another problem discussed was
leases.

Heyman explained that his contracts, which will require payment by
semester, are designed to protect
students, in case one or more should
leave during the year.
"I'VE ALWAYS followed what the
University has done," he said. "The
burden is no longer placed on the
other three because that student's
rent is paid."
He also cited the risk factor of
renting to students, who generally
rent in groups of four.
Commission member Mike Gray-

son pointed out the difficulty the increased rents may cause working
students or those trying to help out
with their rent.
Heyman replied that he, along with
some other local landlords, will take
this into account.
"If you have an income...I'll take
you on a monthly basis," he said. "If
your father, who is an income earner...co-signs your lease, I'll take you
on a monthly basis."
WHILE CONCEDING that the increased rates will create problems for
students, Heyman said that circum-

stances are not favorable for landlords either.
"Landlords are facing really some
very serious problems," he said.
The commission set its next meeting for Feb. 11. and selected neighborhood deterioration as its topic.
Representatives from the police
department, the zoning commission,
the health department, neighborhood
associations, and student government
will be invited to attend, they said.
Also, the commsion appointed Dr.
Thomas Anderson as its chairman
and Jerry Lee as its vice-chairman.

Genetic differences plague blacks in U.S., says author
by Linda Perez
News staff reporter
Misinterpretation of the basic differences between blacks and whites is
the basis for racism in the United
States, says a University history professor.
Dr. Kenneth Kiple has spent the last
eight years researching the genetic
and ecological roots of these differences, and has co-authored a book
with Virginia Himmelsteib King, an
investment counselor in Toledo whose
special interest is nutrition.

In the book Another Dimension of
the Black Diaspora- Diet, Disease and
Racism, Kiple and King demonstrate
how the immunities and susceptibilities of blacks have been used against
them by whites as a rationale for
black enslavement and today's racism.
KIPLE CHARGES that the American medical profession is ignorant of
these physiological differences, and
attributes their ignorance to a lack of
nutritional training in many of the
nation's medical schools.

"All of the nutritional deficiencies
that we have identified historically as
plaguing blacks in this country are
still plaguing them according to recent nutritional studies," Kiple said.
He said a deficiency in vitamin D is
common among black Americans.
Vitamin D is essential for the production of calcium in the body. Calcium is
responsible for the development of
teeth and bones.
PEOPLE get vitamin D In
milk, and it is produced in their bodies
from the reflection of toe sun's rays
WHITE

off their skin, Kiple said. But because
blacks have not developed the enzyme
needed to metabolize milk sugars,
they cannot digest milk. In the temperate climates of the north, their
skin will not reflect, but absorb the
sun's rays.
"Milk can be treated to remove
milk sugars, but no one is doing it,"
Kiple said, adding that in the South,
blacks drink buttermilk for vitamin D
because of its low sugar content.
He said that blacks are also more
susceptible than whites to a number
of diseases, including pneumonia and

tuberculosis, because the African environment did not harbor these diseases.
HISTORICALLY.blacks' resistance
to the African diseases of yellow fever
and malaria allowed them to work in
the tropical climates where Indians
and Europeans could not survive, and
slavery started, Kiple said.
In addition to slavery, blacks' affliction with leprosy and other disfiguring diseases of a nutritional nature
was used by Europeans to classify
blacks as a "lower species of man/'
Kiple said.

Inside
4

President Ronald
Reagan yesterday defended his economic
programs, blaming past
"binges" for the nation's financial mess.
5 Inspired as a youth,
Nancy Shafer, an associate professor of statistics, began chasing the
Olympic trials and a life of
running.
9 Sophomore forward
David Jenkins does it
all for the Mid-American Conference-leading Falcons.

Weather
Mostly cloudy. High between
20 to 25 degrees, low 10.
Chance of scattered flurries.
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Opinion—
Is one day off enough
to pay tribute to King?
We in the United States have an unusual custom. When
we want to honor a past courageous president, the
nation's anniversary or a religous holiday, we close up
shop. The banks stop sending overdrawn notices for a
day; maybe two if it is just before or after the weekend.
The students stop learning for a day or maybe for a few
hours during an assembly program. And some stores will
even close or maybe they will conduct a sale on items that
are unrelated to the holiday.
It really is a strange custom to stop work, mostly
government related work, relax and enjoy a day off in
honor of someone who worked very hard or died for his
country. For instance, Monday is Martin Luther King
Day, and we, the University students, get the day off.
Why?
The most popular response to that question is, "So we
can go home for a longer weekend."
It would be interesting to see statistics on how many
students will actually participate in any activities directly
related to Martin Luther King Day and how many wifl
consider Monday a vacation day. There is no way the
University administrators could force students to honor
the accomplishments of this great civil rights leader, but
closing the University for a day hardly seems appropriate.
Several activities have been planned by black student
organizations to honor King but the University has done
nothing, except give students the day off. For some
reason, that just doesn't make sense.
The administration should have taken an active role in
scheduling some programs and activities to honor King. If
those at the top of the hierarchy feel King's accomplishments are worthy of closing the University, then there
should be some Unive.-sity-sponsored activities.
It appears that the University administration is planning on closing up shop on Monday and leaving the
honoring business to a handful of students.

Setting evolutionary facts straight
In reference to the recent letter of
the Reverend Mr. Barth:
The subjects of evolution and socalled scientific creationism have of
late occupied a controversial posiUon
in both the popular and technical
literatures, and there is a host of
topics that could be profitably addressed. In the interest of brevity,
however, I shall limit my discussion
to what I feel is perhaps the core of
this social friction: the definition of
evolution.
The term "evolution" is one the
most poorly-defined and volleyedabout words in our language, and it is
from this unfortunate situation that
the current state of discrepancy has
arisen.
A critical distinction exists between
evolution as fact and as theory, and it
is by failing to recognize this distiction that many detractors of Darwinism, as it is popularly referred to,
are led astray. Evolutionary fact is
defined as non-directional change in
the genetic make-up (and morphological variation resultant of these
changes) of a population over time.
These changes are directly observable on a small-scale basis in the
laboratory and are very strongly inferred on a large-scale basis In the
fossil record.
Evolutionary theory, in comparison, is the aggregate to theories which
attempt to explain the machanism
whereby the change is effected. It is
the theoretical aspect of evolution
that is subject to debate, rather than
the factual aspect, as many would
believe.
For the sake of illustration, analogies may be drawn between evolutionary fact/theory and gravitational
fact/theory. It is obvious that gravity
was operating before it was quantified by Newton, a fact verified by any
number of historical accounts; Newton was merely the first to explain the

Focus
William C. Haneberg
University Student

phenomenon in precise mathematical
terms.
Further, even if Newton had never
proposed his law of gravity, it would
have continued to operate without his
help. Simply put, many apples had

fallen before Newton, and they would forms. Second, evolution does not
have continued to fall had he not describe the origin of life itself, but
discovered the law of gravity, just as rather the genetic character of almany species had evolved, and will ready existing populations, and therecontinue to evolve without the help. fore should not be expected to explain
eloquent in form though it be, of the origin of life. Finially, evolution
Darwin. Darwin, and many others neither implies nor denies the exisafter him, simply proposed different tence of God; it acts independently of
ideas to explain the process that they God, and as stated earlier, hat no
bearing pn the origin of life.
had observed.
I write this hopefully and in anticTo conclude, I will quickly review a
few commonly misunderstood facets ttion that it might help to unravel
kjiot of controversy that has bound
of e- oltuionary fact as it is defined
above. First, evolution is non-directio- too many well-meaning parties In its
fibrous
entanglement of poor definal: complex forms do not necessarily have to evolve from less complex nitions and misinterpretations.

MARTIN
LUTHER
KINGJR

1929-1968

Letters.
Delay tactics basic
part of the game
After reading Joe Menzer's Sideline
column about the B.G. - C.M.U. basketball game, I learned that Mr.
Menzer does not like slow-down basketball. He also states that NO ONE
likes a delay game. Unfortunately he
is wrong, MANY basketball fans feel
delay tactics are an essential part of
the game.
Over the last several years, B.G.
has had a very impressive home court
record. B.G. s fast break has put
away many teams and so have the
fans. When the fans start cheering,
the home team starts to establish
momentum. This makes B.G. even
more effective.
C.M.U. coach, Dick Parafitt, wisely
went to the slow-down game. With
B.G. shooting so well early in the first
half, C.M.U?s only chance was to
keep the score low. The stall did three
things to B.G. It stopped their fast
break, made the players stiff, and
kept tne fans quiet.
You see Mr. Menzer, the delay
game did have a purpose, and Coach
Parf itt did not look foolish.
Maybe Mr. Menzer would rather
watch a 90-22 blowout, but many fans,
myself included, would rather see a
32-30 thriller.
Stave Swallow
442 Andaraon Hall

Draft protesters still
very much alive, well
I feel that I must comment on
Marilyn Rosinski's article in the January 8 edition of the News.
Her story began with the comment

that "the days of protesting and draft
dodging are in the past," a comment
that I feel is incorrect. There are still
many people, including myself, who
feel that the possible reinstatement of
the draft and the current registration
are unnecessary and are perhaps the
first steps to America's involvement
in another war.
Prior to the reinstatement of registration, and even in the months to
follow, protests were heard from
many campuses (including BGSU)
from religious groups (such as The
Society of Friends, or Quakers) and
from national groups such as the
Central Committee on Consciencious
Objectors (CCCO).
The cry of protest can also be heard
in the decision of more than 800,000
young men who are known to have
avoided registration, and in the decision of the countless others who have
yet to be discovered.
Perhaps the voice of draft resistance is not as recognizable as it once
was, but it still exists in many orginizations, such as the Committee
Against Registration and the Draft
(CARD), and in the hearts of the men
who have refused to take part in
registration.

Cold weather classes
cruel punishment

Respond-

STAFF

No. 48
BaK*y B«OC*»

Ma*

•

Robert O. Shada
525 OHenhauaf-Wail

classes just for the heck of it. But
when virtually the entire state closes
down, including other major universities, and this university remains open
despite harsh winds and bone-chilling
temperatures, it makes me think thai
something is wrong.
I wonder, are college students different from high school and grade
school students when it comes to
fighting the cold? Maybe all that
extra knowledge keeps them wanner.
Or could it possibly be that in addition
to Martin Luther King Day. the
cancellation of another school day
would put too tight a cramp in the
University's schedule or monetary
budget?
I do know one thing for sure, my
face was completely numb after walking two blocks to campus. I feel for
those who had to walk farther.
Joanl Pollack
on-campua mailbox 4245

~ T1K contention that women earn 59
cents for every $1 a man earns just
goes to show that many women are
still highly .overpaid. It makes you
long for the "good old days" when
women submitted to their rightful
role in society-that of "barefoot and
pregnant"
Of course, she can delay that condition. Ever hear of antiHIStamines?
Robart Kuabler
325 North Main

Phi Delt reinstatement
a common reaction
We are writing this letter to express
our outrage concerning the reinstatement of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity
on campus. We feel that this action
parallels a common reaction to rape
in our society, and that the administrators should be informed enough to
recognize and reject it.
This reaction protects the names of
the rapists and results in making
women feel helpless and unvindicated. Since the alleged gang-rape
was never taken to court, there are no
names to print. On the other hand, NO
ACCUSATIONS WERE EVER DENIED.
To us, this lack of a denial means a
lack of regret on the part of the men.
It makes us wonder if the administrators were considering what is right

I would like to extend a "warm" Professor wants
thanks to the dean for so kindly taking
into consideration the needs of the women in their place
students in his decision to keep the
university open last Monday.
I suppose there is no real cause for
Marilyn Eisbrouch's column,
Thomas Downing
students to be upset with the excep- "Women
in Focus" made me laugh so
434 Complon
tion that they had to walk to class in HISterically that I almost got a HERsubzero temperatures with an icy nia. I was glad that the footnote
wind tearing through them. Not to emphasized that Ms. Eisbrouch was
mention the fact that radio and TV neither a feminist nor a spokesperson
Students need to
media urged people to stay indoors for any women's organization. Thank
fear of frostbite.
goodness.
honor King's birthday forIncidentally.
I am not a student who
was merely disappointed because I DOONESBURY
blow off a few classes to sit
Since Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. couldn't
and drink a few beers. I really do
was murdered. Third World people back
THE PAtmHOUSBOPACCOUNTS!
■mimm
have tried to honor him on the most enjoy school and would not cut my
tens OBmm/em! CAN
retup
meaningful day: his birthday.
iCU BCUm /77MK%MtH.'
m. iHtvBtTBeaiwBt.Stevie Wonder has pushed for his
birthday on the national level. The
University has recently allowed for a
no-class day on January 18, so Dr.
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King's birthday could be felt in the
hearts and lives of people of color.
This beautiful black man's birthday
will soon be upon us, and we need to
honor him.
Although the Black Student Union
has led the way in making Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday a University holiday, I feel the University and
all organizations should help make
this great leader's birthday and memory everlasting.
No individual should think of this
day as an opportunity to go home for a
four-day weekend. Dr. King, I thank
you for helping the Afro-American
and others in this world achieve some
of the rights due them.
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and just for all the students, when
they reinstated this fraternity. We are
very uncomfortable with the fact that
a group of men who did not deny an
alleged rape of a University woman is
now, after nine months, an official
sanctioned University fraternity.
Another example of a myth about
rape is that women are willingly
raped. Whatever the case, we wonder
why the men involved did not know
NOT to rape? Is this lack of morality
•supported by the Phi Delta? Is it
supported by fraternities in general?
Can drinking and carousing justify
brutality? We don't think so.
We think that people should be held
responsible for their actions. By letting the Phi Delts back, the administration could be saying that men don't
have to be responsible for rape and
that women will just have to learn to
live with it. It is more likely that they
are saying, "Let's let this thing blow
over. We expelled one man (who is
now attending Ohio State University)
and the rest of the members have
suffered enough."
But we say,"What about the
woman, the VICTIM, her sisters and
the rest of the women on campus?"
Have we suffered enough? Is nine
months long enough for us?
Yumlko Banba
316 McDonald North
Janny Shoub
on-campua mailbox 4892
Bath Appla Sonnanbarg
16724 Sand Ridga
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If you would like to comment on
something in the News, or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to The BG News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced, and
signed. Please include your address and telephone number for
verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be longer
than 500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All are subject to
condensation.
The letters are the individual opinions of the writers and the accuracy of their statements has not
been checked by the News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG Newt
IN University Hall.

KELLY

by Hatcher & Stepanski
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COCO searches for assistance with escort service
zation, Inter-Fraternity Council and secure means of transportation or
Resident Student Association from companionship."
which he has sought aid. He said he
Maloy said he is not trying to alarm
anyone, but one of the functions of the
The student escort service needs will contact them again.
additional volunteer escorts, Frank
escort service is to provide a deterSIX COMMUTER students who live rent to possible attacks.
Maloy, escort coordinator for the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, in the area are responsible f or providing the service, compared to 36 volunsaid.
By providing "someone to walk
The escort service "provides a teers in 1978. They transport and with you, the numbers are better, and
means of safe transportation or escort chaperone students both on and off you are not as susceptible to attack,"
at night," Maloy said. "It's a good campus. However, the escort service he said. "You're secure and don't
service and very much needed, espe- is "not a taxi service," Maloy said.
have to worry."
"If you want to go uptown, you have
cially with 16,000 students."
to have a place of residency uptown,"
THE SERVICE is provided from 5
However, Maloy has received no he said, adding that the service was pjn. to midnight Monday through
response from several organizations not designed to transport students to Thursday. Anyone wanting an escort
such as Univeristy Activities Organi- bars. "The whole idea is to provide a can contact the service through the
Ron McCoy
News reporter

University shuts for
King's day

The closing of classes and all University offices on Monday will commemorate the birthday of slain civil
rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.
King's birthday, on Jan. 15, has
been a legal state holiday since 1975.
It wasn't until February, 1981, that
the Academic Council, in planning the
University's 1982-1983 calendar, decided to observe King's birthday as a
campus holiday, at the request of the
Black Student Union.
It was the influence of the Black
Student Union that prompted the
move to commemorate King's birthday this year instead of next year,
Eakin said.
The Bowling Green City School District has observed King's birthday as
a school holiday since 1975. Schools
will be closed Monday in honor of this
day.

Commuter Center office at 372-0360.
A dispatcher gives a description
and name of the escort to prevent the
possibility of callers being deceived
by an impersonator.

Maloy said.
Presently, only one volunteer works
each night, but with more volunteers,
each one could work a shorter shift,
he said. Also the service could be
extended to Friday through Sunday
nights.

During the first week of the quarter,
escorts provided their assistance 20
times, Maloy said, adding that more The six volunteer escorts also
calls than usual are expected during worked during fall quarter, Maloy
cold weather.
said. They are not paid, but C.O.C.O.
does reimburse escorts 19 cents for
"WE NEED more volunteers," he each mile driven.
said. "It's a snap, cinch job. It doesn't
take up much time."Volunteers can
"They do it because they like doing
even be at home studying while on it. They like to be helpful in the
duty, as long as they are near a phone, service of the college community,"

'Q^uw,
Even if they believed him, they had to
answer to the fact that the team was
29-44-4.
"Through those bad times, he
(York) didn't panic - he didn't throw
in the towel." McPhee said. "He just
kept preaching the same things:
sticking together and telling us that
we were a good team."
"I think our turnaround goes back
to the fact that we never gave upon
our philosophy," York said. 'The
philosophy is that you have to do a
very good job recruiting players into
the rrogram. We're now reaping the
beneiits of our last three outstanding
recruiting years."
The two excerpts from the Kipling
poem can be divided up much the way
that York's Bowling Green career has

been divided. In the first two years he
had to try to keep his head and not
lose faith in his system.
"People kept asking me when
would York get fired, and why were
they even keeping him," senior forward Andre Latreule said. "You can't
blame the coach if the team is losing he's not the one on the ice. But the
people had to blame something, so he
was it,"
The coach himself had a hard time
understanding what was going wrong
with his team. He was accustomed to
winning, and the players were too, but
it just never happened in those first
two years.
"It was really hard because I knew
the things that we were doing had
been successful in the past," York

said, "and I couldn't figure out why
they weren't working here. None of us
wanted to go through those two years,
but we're Defter because of it. I feel
you learn more from losing than winning."
So, the team survived the two down
years, and then entered this season
with high hopes.
"We played pretty well late last
year, so I could see us coming out of
our slide," York said. "I knew we
were going to be a solid team this
year, and our training camp proved
Enter the second excerpt from Kipling. The Falcons met their "Disaster in the first four series' by facing
North Dakota. Wisconsin, Michigan
State and Michigan Tech. After four

Tip—Over is Back!
Join The Fun
And Help Fight
Hemophilia
Competition starts on January 24th
For more information call:
Brian Grimone: 352-4723
Betsy Ziegler: 372-1907
Applications due January 19th

In commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday, The
Black Student Union is sponsoring a major event which will
be held on Monday January 18, 1982. A movie entitled,
"Amazing Grace," will be shown at 4:30 p.m. in room 220
MSC auditorium. There will also be a lecture given by the
Emmy Award winning newsman Gil Noble, host of WABC-TV
"Like It Is". The program will also be held in 220 MSC at 8:00
p.m.. Both programs are admission free and all students are
urged to attend.

weekends the team was 0-7-1 and
staring disaster directly in the face.
"We stayed real close in those first
games," York said. "It was unbelievable that we didn't come out of that
at .500. We were losing, but we knew
that we were close to beating some of
thepremier teams in the country."
Then came "Triumph." A series
sweep over Lake Superior sent the
Falcons on their meteoric rise to
prominence, and prompted York to
say, "We've survived the storm.
'I thought it was critical for us to
beat a team that we were supposed
to," said York, looking back on that
weekend. "At that point we were 0-7-1
after playing teams that were all
supposed to beat us. I don't think
there were many people then who

Maloy said.
Before being accepted as an escort,
applicants are interviewed by two
members of a screening committee to
determine whether the applicant is
dependable, reliable and responsible.
Maloy said the escort service was
initially provided on campus by
C.O.C.O. during the fall quarter of
1976, "because thev found there was a
great need for it."
Last year, fraternities assisted
C.O.C.O. in providing the service, he
said, but now CO CO. Is alone and
looking for help.

could have predicted that we would go
on and do what we've done."
Senior forward Chris Guertin
agreed that the Lake Superior series
was the key to success.
"That had to be the turnaround in
our season," Guertin said. "Just getting a taste of victory - getting a win
under our belt - helped us tremendously."
In the next 12 games the Falcons
went 11-1, including last weekend's
sweep of Northern Michigan that put
the team in first place.
"We're not going to win the rest of
our games, because our schedule is
too tough," York said. "We feel that if
we do the things well that we demand
of ourselves, the wins will take care of
themselves.

Applications are now available for people who are interested in running for Black Student Union officers. The positions are President,
Vice-president of Operations, and Vice-president of Business. Applications may be picked up at the B.S.U. office or from present
officers:
Jeff English
Bruce Lavender
ReneeTolliver
Michael Jackson
Office

516 Off East 372-6090
403 High St. E 372-2692
129 S. Prospect 372-3796
402 High St. 3-B 352-8350
372-2692

The B.S.U. office is located in the student Services Bldg. in room
408. Deadlines for submitting the applications are January 26.
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SPRING BREAK - DAYTONA BEACH
MARCH 19 - 28, 1982
tan num.

uaurnt

■ 9
Dixie Electric Co.
laic.
An Entertainment Utility

IKC

TA0SI1

$192
*204

SIX MUM BOOM
(3 DOUBLE BEDS)

FOUR PEN ROOM
(2 DOUBLE BEDS)

TRIP INCLUDES

• Round irip motor coach transportation via modern
highway coaches to Daytona Beach. Florida leaving
Friday. March 19. arriving the following day The
return trip departi the following Saturday arriving
home Sunday
• Seven nights accommodations at the heautiful and
exciting Plaaa Hotel of Dayiona Beach Located a(
600 North Atlantic Ave ii is ihe mow demanded
hotel on the ttnp at thai lime
• A truly great schedule of activities including our
famous pool deck pjrtic« and belly flop umu-st
• Optional excursions available iu Disney Work) and
several other attractions
• NumerousbarandrcsiauranidlwiHjnisarrangedin
Dayiona Beach for you
• The services of full lime travel representatives to
Insure a trouble free trip
• All taxes and gratuities

OUR TRIPS ARE ALWAYS THE BEST DEAL
AND THE BEST TIME
spring break Ask anyone who has been lo l)ayTona The hotel has a pool, rMg party deck.
restaurant, four bars, color TV. air conditioned rooms and plenty of activities Pictures are
available where you stgnua} Our motor coaches are riot rung txM trK hlatf>«o^aliry highway
coaches. We also gbe you more extra* wtth our trip than anyone ebe Don t Mow it and go
on a lower ouaJlty trip

LAsmAMOvaiftnoruiuDnBmuornaaurEONTmsnir.

SIGN UP NOW AT THE
UNIVERSITI7 ACTIVITIES OFFICE
3RD FLOOR STUDENT UNION
MON. - FRI., 9 AM 5 PM
OR CALL 372-2343
(Reservation! muit be made In person)

IF YOCI WANT IT
HERE IT IS
COMES GET IT!

LIVE IN CONCERT
"BAD FINGER"
with Special Guest RUBY JONES
MONDAY, JANUARY 18th

ADVANCE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT ALL
FINDER'S RECORDS & TAPES
& THE DIXIE ELECTRIC CO.
So Come Plug Yourself
Into Some BAD ROCK & ROLL!
COMlPlUG'OUBSCtUN

%

1
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Unknown hero loses life to save others in jet crash
"I've never seen anybody with that
WASHINGTON (AP) - A middleaged man on the doomed Air Florida commitment," said paramedic Gene
aircraft repeatedly gave up a lifeline Windsor. "He gave the ultimate. He
thrown to him in the ice-clogged Poto- was a true gentleman and a hero in
mac River ao that five other people my eyes."
Windsor and Donald Usher, the
might live, the crew of a rescue helichopper pilot, talked about their atcopter said yesterday.
And while the others were carried tempts to rescue the hero and other
to safety, the unknown hero quietly passengers aboard the Air Florida
slipped beneath the fuel-blackened jet, in a news conference and a sepawaters, one of the 76 victims of the rate interview with AP Radio.
first fatal commercial airplane crash
"I AM a paramedic and you see this
at National Airport in more than three
on almost a daily basis," said the 41decades.

year-old Windsor."You see people
really battered and torn. You are
steeled to it to some extent. But I don't
mind telling you that when I was
relaying the information about the
gentleman who was lost, the tears
came."
Usher, the 31-year-old chief pilot of
the U.S. Park Police, said the man
was on the far side of the wreckage,
"not in view of all the movie cameras
that were on the shore. He passed up
the ring twice to other people and
stayed at the fuselage.

"And after we rescued the fifth ess who thus became the only one of
person, which was a female, and got five crew members to survive.
Usher said he and Windsor realized
her to shore, we went back for him
that it was going to take too long to get
and he was gone."
the six out one-by-one.
USHER MANEUVERED his heli"So the second try, we picked up a
copter only feet from the bridge while
Windsor threw down flotation de- second rope on the shore ...We tried
vices. The sixth man grabbed the three on the second trip. One dropped
devices but "he handed the flotation off and we had to go back and get her.
devices over to others," Usher said. We got her closer to the shore and she
Then they lowered a rope with a drocped off again and that's when the
loop in the end to the man, but he gentleman jumped in from the shore
passed it to Kelly Duncan, a steward- and pulled her in," Usher said.

He referred to Lenny Skutnik, a
Congressional Budget Office employee who was watching the rescue.
Skutnik jumped into the water and
helped pull the unidentified woman to
shore.
Usher and Windsor returned for the
fifth survivor.
"She just sat and looked at us with
her arms crossed in front of her and
gave no Indication she could grab
ahold of the ring," Usher said. "At
that point Gene (Windsor) said, 'we
have to go down and get her.*"

Reagan urges private sectors to take over Dav in review.
social services performed by government 'Potentially dangerous' new storm expected to deep-freeze U.S.
Manhattan Bank Chairman David
Rockefeller, is privately sponsoring
nearly 14,000 jobs for disadvantaged
youth.
REAGAN walked into the large
ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
wearing
a long black scarf with the
words T'I Love New York" embroidered in red.
"You are that tough little tug that
can pull our ship of state off the shoals
and out into open water," he told his
audience. "You believe private-sector
initiatives are essential to economic
and social progress. So do all of us in
our administration."
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes told reporters Jan. 8 that the
recession began in July, I960, during
Carter's term. Speakes said he received his information from the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Minutes later, aides handed Speakes
a note that corrected the date to July,
1981 - the middle of Reagan's first
year in office.
But Reagan said unspecified "big
spenders" were to blame for eco-

NEW YORK (AP) - President Ronald Reagan pronounced himself blameless yesterday for the recession,
saying "our administration is a
cleanup crew for those who went on a
non-stop binge and left the tab for us
to pick up."
Reagan's assertion to 1,600 business
and civic leaders came six days after
his spokesman contended the recession actually began while President
Carter was still in office, then admitted he was wrong.
Reagan, who promised the recession would end "faster than expected," sandwiched his economic
remarks between calls for the private
sector to voluntarily take over some
of the social services long performed
by government. That, for Reagan, has
been a longstanding theme, but it has
yet to catch fire across the nation.
But Reagan made clear that he
hopes the group he addressed, called
the New York City Partnership, will
serve as a model of things to come.
The coalition of civic and business
leaders, headed by former Chase

Preferred Properties Co.

nomic woes, even though he's been at
the helm for nearly a year.
WITH UNEMPLOYMENT at a
near-record 8.9 percent and federal
deficits soaring, Reagan, again defended his economic program of huge
tax and spending cuts and promised
they would eventually brine relief. At
the same time, he issued a thinly
disguised attack on Democrats.
Reagan also contended that if
Americans increase their savings
rate by two percentage points, "we
can add nearly $60 billion a year to
our capital pool to fight high interest
rates, finance new investments, new
mortgages and new jobs."
Reagan said that if his incentives
motivate people to work 30 minutes
more a week, "the GNP will grow by
$25 billion. That means hundreds of
thousands of new jobs and a lower
deficit."
He said the private-sector initiatives task force that he created six
weeks ago will seek out private programs that work.

A "potentially dangerous" new storm hit the Midwest
yesterday, plunging temperatures back below zero.
while the South reeled under a third straight day of
snow and ice that coated highways and power lines.
Since Saturday, 189 deaths have been blamed on the

Traffic was hazardous from Texas to New England,
and scattered power outages were reported across the

Deep South as the snow moved north.
The snowstorm that pelted parts of the South with the
highest accumulations in nearly a half-century was
regrouping for a new assault on East Coast states.
The new system moving across the Midwest was
expected to bring a new bout of severe cold to the
Northeast by the weekend.

Haig tells Israel, Egypt to break Palestinian deadlock by.April
JERUSALEM (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander
Haig Jr. told Israel and Egypt yesterday that the
Reagan administration wants them to break their
deadlock on Palestinian autonomy and work out an
agreement before April.
A senior U.S. official said Haig was pushing Israel
and Egypt toward "a malor effort" which they are
reluctant to make." We don't share their judgment that

it's best to wait," be told reporters during the flight
from Cairo to Israel. He requested anonymity.
April 25 is the date on which Israel is to withdraw
from the eastern Sinai Desert, restoring the entire
peninsula to Egyptian rule. Both Israel and Egypt had
decided in recent weeks that they could not reach an
autonomy agreement before the April pullback, but will
continue negotiating after the withdrawal.

Tests reveal Princess Diana will have single baby, not twins
LONDON (AP) - Tests show Princess Diana is
carrying one baby - not twins - a British newspaper
reported yesterday. And it said further tests are
planned to determine the baby's sex.
The infant, expected in June, will be second in line to
the British throne after Prince Charles, who married
the former Lady Diana Spencer last July 29.

The newspaper reported without attribution that the
20-year-old princess underwent an ultra-sound scan as
part of her routine prenatal care. The scan showed she
was carrying one baby* the newspaper said.
Further tests will reveal the baby's sex, The Sun said,
adding the princess has told her doctor she does not
want to know the results.
•

NOW SIGNING LEASES
1982- 1983 SCHOOL YEAR

835 High St. - Rental Office
X,. .I.J.I %. CLrry^oJJJ.M Sf.

Phone 352-8378

520 East Reed - Close to campus
525 East Merry - Close to campus
507 East Merry • Close to campus
615 Second - New Apartments
701 Fourth - 2 extra lavatories
849 Sixth - FREE heat & air condition
640 Eigth - New Duplex
801 Sixth - 2 bedroom house
825 Sixth - 3 bedroom house
315 S. Main - 3 bedroom house
315% S. Main - 2 bedroom house
317 S. Main - 3 bedroom house
319 S. Main - 2 bedroom house
311 % S. Main - New 2 bedroom apts.
328% • 336% S. Main - 2-3 bedroom apts.
203 S. Church - 2 bedroom house
205 S. Church • 3 bedroom house
119 University Ln -1 bedroom apt
710% Elm -1 bedroom apt

9:00-4:30 Mon-Friday
Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville between 6th & 7th St.
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat & air conditioning - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
| Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1 '/> both
.
. . _
Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to Health Spa. A new
facility which has been built m 1981 4 features the following:
Hydro Spa Whirlpool it Indoor Heated Pool -it Metos Sauno
* Sun Lamps <r Shower Massage * Complete Exercise
Facilities and Equipment.
Other rentals

CALL: Al NEWLOVE REALTY
352-5163
336 South Main

Houses, effeciencies. 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

//

JJ1 OFF
Any large pizza
with one or more Items

p©e"«

Glimpse of
a Dream/'

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES AS POSTED

352-5166

Library Display-January 11-18
Alpha Phi Alpha Scrapbook Display in the Main
Library, Jan. 11-18.

sCOUPON.

60< OFF
Any medium pizza
with one or more items

Buttons honoring Dr. King will be available at the
S.D.P. office. Donation 25'.
The BGSU Gospel Choir will hold services in
honor of Dr. King Today at 12:3b p.m. in Prout
Chapel.

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES AS POSTED

352-5166

► COUPONS

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any small pizza
or large tub
Bik For It When Ordering

P^rW
|-q220

Ff

-

Delivery

PER PIZZA
one COUPON
ecu
EXPIRES AS POSTED

352-5166
•o COUPON!

"Amazing Grace" a movie on Dr. King and his involvement in the Civil Rights struggle will be
shown on January 18 at 4:30 p.m. in 220 Math
Science Blgd.

Beat College Town Prices

MAIL POUCH SALOON

The
BG

Just 6 miles down
Rt. 64 to Haskins
(Across tracks on the left)

Ladies Night Thursday
ALL Drinks Half Price for Women
7-Close
Never a Cover
Opens Noon daily Mon-Sat.

News
Every day
you can
find one!

Always Low Prices
100 Main St.

Phi Eta Sigma - Freshman Honorary
Important information for members
Graduating Seniors planning to attend graduate school might want to apply for a National Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship. Forms are available from Dr. Vicki Patraka, 206
University Hall, and must be returned by February 8.
There will be an alternate initiation on Sunday, January 24, at 3:00 p.m. in the Campus Room of the Union for candidates who have paid the initiation fee but have not
yet been initiated. If you have paid and have not been initiated, please contact an officer if you plan to attend and have not been contacted already. • •
Pictures for the KEY will be taken at 3:30 on January 24 in the Campus Room of the
Union. All members are urged to attend.

«

Any Question contact Everett at 2-5193, Linda at 354-1868, Darlene at 2-3637, or
Mike at 2-1178.

•

We helped convince
the Reagan Administration
to provide a more favorable
climate for efficient
energy production.
Now, how about you?

Gil Noble a speaker/producer from New York
will have a presentation entitled "Decade of a
Struggle" at 8:00 p.m. in 220 Math Science
Bldg.
Black Focus featuring Larry Boyd on WBGU
88.1 FM 7:00 p.m., Jan. 18.

But maybe
it won't,
so Read:

•

Nuclear power is at last going
to be allowed to compete fairly
in the marketplace with other
potential sources of energy
supply
Help us compete. Career
' opportunities are here for
Qualified graduates in Mechanical. Nuclear. Electrical, and
Chemical Engineering, Business Administration, Accounting, Computer Science and
other fields. We also have
earn-while-you-learn"
programs.
Our representatives would
like a chance to convince you
that the climate here is most
favorable to you. They will be
on campus on the date shown
below.
Call or write lor more information. Human Resources
Administrator.
Toledo Edison Company,
Toledo. Ohio 43652
(419)259-5032

■■Aril TOUDO
Toledo Edisbn employment representatives will be on campus
January 20, 1982

^C EDISON

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

TlwKNmJt

Exchange
participation
urgedLinda Peres

Professor recalls her dreams of Olympics
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

News staff reporter
University students, who will be
juniors by the end of June, and who
have maintained a 3.0 grade point
average, are encouraged to participate in the University's 17th annual
German Exchange Program, says
Dr. Edward Shuck, director of the
Office of International Programs.
The German Exchange Program
involves a direct exchange of two
University students for two German
students, and has been developed and
maintained by the Office of International Programs and the federation of
German-American clubs since 1965.
Although all majors are eligible to
compete in the exchange program,
only those students fluent in German
would be seriously considered, Shuck
said.
"We've got to have people whose
German is good enough to operate in a
German university," he said.
Interested students should submit
to the Office of International Programs by Feb. 15: a complete transcript of work through the past fall
Suarter; a written explanation of
ieir perception of the experience and
how it would affect their future; two
faculty letters of recommendation;
and a written estimate on their language ability from a member of the
faculty of the Department of German
and Russian.
THE SELECTION PROCESS for
the German Exchange Program will
also involve a personal interview between the candidate and a committee
of three faculty members.
Winners will be notified by spring
quarter. They will be given the
chance to submit three choices of the
13 available German universities participating in the exchange program.
In addition, those chosen will receive
a stipend covering the German university's fees, and a cash grant of 550
Deutschmarks ((225) per month during a 10-month period, Shuck said.
Direct exchange programs with Japan and Korea are also offered at the
University, but are coordinated by the
Department of Asian Studies, Shuck
said.
Study Abroad programs in France,
Spain and Germany are offered
through the University's language
departments. Study Abroad programs differ from direct exchange
programs because only American students are involved. No exchange of
students takes place, Shuck said.
The College ot Business Administration coordinates a program by
which the French school of commerce
and education, Nante, sends its junior
class to the University each spring
quarter.

Eighteen years ago a 13-year-old
girl sat in front of the television set
watching the Olympic games.
From that point on she would follow a dream that would lead her to
contend for the very games from
which the dream was derived.
"I watched the Olympics on T.V.,
and decided that's what I wanted to
do," Nancy Shafer, an associate
professor of statistics, said.
Shafer finished fourth in the
Olympic trials, both in 1968 and
1972, and also traveled to Europe
with the U.S. National team.
Shafer, who grew up in Canton,
didn't exactly have the training
facilities in ner youth that most
young athletes have today.
WHEN SHE first began running
there were no girls' sports programs in the Canton school system.
Because there was no track for
Shafer and her teammates to practice on, she did most of her training
in the park.
She ran in her first competition
at the age of 14, in a Junior Champ
track meet that followed a twoweek training clinic. She competed
in the 50 and 100 yard dash and the
long jump.
The following summer, a man
started a women's team for the
city, and she joined the team in the
fall of 1966. The team competed in
one county meet a year.
"This one meet a year was kind
of a joke, anyway," she said, "But
that was all we had, back before
Title IX."
BY HER senior year her ability
had so surpassed that of her peers
that she was not permitted to run in
the county meet again.
Her next venture was the National Junior 800 in California. She
won the 800 meter race in the 14-18
division. And that same summer
she finished fourth in the PanAmerican trials.
"They take two to the Pan American games so I didn't quite make
it," sne said.
In her first Olympic contention,
she won the 400 and 800 meters
races in the National competition
in the 14-18 age group, and went on
to the Olympic trials, finishing
fourth in the 400 meter competition.
"The 400 to 800 meter is middle
distance,"she said. "That is essentially where my talent lies."
THE NEXT year she soared
again in the 800 meter to make the

National team, and that took her to
Europe.
"I was on the only U.S. women's
team to ever beat the Russians,"
she said.
She attended the College of Wooster, where a girl's team was being
developed, but after the first year
of its inception, the program was
dropped.
After that she commuted from
Wooster to Canton each day, training at home for her future competitions.
During this time she developed a
problem with her achilles tendon,
which eventually put her in a cast
for six weeks. She said the only
way to let such an injury heal is to

keep off the leg.
AFTER graduating from college
with a degree in mathematics,
Shafer went to Washington, where
she not only continued her training
but taught in the Washington innercity school system.
Later, she went to Florida with
other runners to train, and wanting
to specialize in an applied area of
mathematics, enrolled at the University of Florida.
But the hot summer weather was
not conducive to her desired running conditions, and she soon
moved back to Ohio.
"The winters were nice but the
summers were too hot," she said.

"You couldn't run.
"AND I wanted to get back close
to my family."

■

finishing seventh in the women's
division.

With fourth place finishes in both
1968 and 1972 behind her, Shafer
went on to compete in the 1976
Olympics, but she was unable to
make the finals.
"I decided to quit running after
that," she said. ''That lasted for a
year."
She decided to continue running,
but this time she was going to
accept the challenge of longer distance, and started competing in
marathons and road races. She ran
in the New York Marathon in 1978,

2 For
1 Pizza
MONDAY

Do something nice
for yourself!
Start this New Year
with a perm style
that can't wash out!

■

photo by Dean Koeptler

Running coach Nancy Shatter finished fourth in the 1068 and 1972 Olympic trials, accomplishing
a goal she had sat for herself at tha age of thirteen. She also competed in the Boston Marathon and
the New York Marathon in 1978.

SHE WENT on to compete in the
Boston Marathon that same year,
and was hospitalized as a result.
"Boston was 40 degrees and raining the year I ran, and I had been
heat trained," she explained, "and
I ended up in the hospital with
hypothermia."
She also hurt a tendon in the
Boston race, and she said she has
never been able to stay in good
running shape since that time.
She spoke fondly of ner family,
who she said supported her
throughout her running efforts.

CLA-ZEL
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THE ROBINSONS HAD BUILT A BEAUTIFUL HOME IN THE WILDERNESS BUT NOW. THE GOVERN
MENT WANTED THEM OUT SUDDENLY THEIR WILDERNESS PARADISE IS SPOILED BY GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION
THEY ONLY WANTED TO UVE FREE IN THE WILDERNESS

Monday, 5 to 7 only at East and South, buy one
pizza and get one free. Not valid with any other
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-In
only.)

i

Mountain
Family Robinson

Pagliais East Delivers
Free 11a.m.- closing

Save S12/S8/S4 on

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

Since you've now taken
care of family & friends,
why not do something nice
for yourself: call us at
Cornmand Performance and
make an appointment for
a priced-lower-than-ever
perm of your choice!
SAVE $4 on partial perm
Now $21 instead of $25
SAVE $8 on a full perm:
Now $27 instead of $35
SAVE $12 on perm & cut
Now $27 instead of $39
or $37 instead of $49
Open week nights 'til 9...
Sat. 9 to 7„ Sun. 12 to 5.
Call our nearest salon
to make your appointment.
1072 N. Main 352-6516

Sun. 4 pm-l am
Mon.-Wed.11am-1am
Thurs. & Frl. 11 am-3 am
Set. 4 pm-3 am

nature* fury...
butnotthe
£OVOf IN 1181 It •
SOUTH

945 S. Main
352-7571

Cinema Ut
TUESDAY NIGHT IS
FAMILY NIGHT!
ALL ADULTS <i cr\

/ roinifif I r, U ill \

A TREAT FOR

STARRING ROBERT F LOGAN S SUSAD OAMANTE SHAW
EVES. 7 30 4 9 30 SAT MAT 2 00 SUN MATS 2.00 & 4:00

STAMVM

1

ALL AGES!

STADIUM PLAZA
BOWLING GREEN
PH 352 -0265

' THURSDAYUlGHTlS"!
STUDENT NIGHT!!!

NOW
SHOWING1
5tft BK5 WEEK'

STUDENTS $1.00|

The most erotic thing
in their world
was money.

CABARET
BROADWAY REVIEW '81
/..,/,.„-..., AV;.s7/'

Command
Performance
The HatstyMng Place
COffer good thru 1/31/82 &
may not be used w/ another
special offer or discount)

They survived

Pagliai's

Aftef-Holiday special
reduced perm prices at
Command Performance!

IS. 1*1 5

.

i

BURI
REYNOLDS

//.„/.,../.'

EVEreNGSAT

S'„/ I.,., n.

7:30 i 9:46
SAT MAT 2:00

s

Side Dooi I Inion
Make youi risenations now In.
Calling 372-2638 01 372-2343
Ji* .,..ff.*l.v.m*i J 1981 ,l>ro.J~., I,!,:

SUN MATS 2:00 A 4:16
JANE FONDA « KRIS KRISTOFFERSON STAR IN "ROLLOVER" AS TWO
j SHREWD. ATTRACTIVE' GAME PLAYERS WHOSE UNEASY ALLIANCE
BECOMES MORE PERSONAL AND DANGEROUS-WITH EACH MOVE THEY
MAKE

Nobody leans on
fSrt*vky> Machine

ft TlK K. Nm Jannry 15. 19«2

Court will consider changing ruling
that may hinder ERA ratification
extended the original ERA ratification deadline of March 22, 1979 and
that five state legislatures could validly rescind previous votes to ratify
the amendment.
If those recission votes are invalid,
35 of the required 38 states have
ratified the measure that would add a
Justice Department lawyers at the 27th amendment to the Constitution
same time did not give up their pre- banning discrimination based on sex.
viously stated opposition to quick
Supreme Court review of the subNOW is in the midst of a multistance of the ruling.
million dollar campaign aimed at
While continuing to contend that it obtaining ratification votes in three
would be improper to consider, at this more state legislatures. Callister's
point, the constitutional issues de- ruling, although it allowed the ratificided Dec. 23 by a federal judge in cation process to continue, is viewed
Idaho, the Justice Department said it by ERA backers as a major psychodid not oppose expedited consider- logical stumbling block.
ation of whether the Judge should
have issued a ruling in the first place.
ON WEDNESDAY, the Oklahoma
Senate refused to ratify the amendThe National Organization for ment and supporters in Illinois failed
Women has asked tha Supreme Court to muster enough support for a rules
for a quick ruling on those constitu- change that would ease passage.
NOW's appeal to the Supreme Court
tional issues lest the approach of the
June 30 deadline for ratifying the asked the justices to rule that ConERA make ratification impossible in gress was authorized to extend the
deadline, that recission is impermistime.
If the Supreme Court follows the sible, and that the whole controversy
Justice Department suggestion, it is a political one not suited for the
could set aside Callister's ruling courts.
Such appeals generally take
within a few weeks, perhaps sooner.
months, perhaps longer than a year,
U.S. DISTRICT Judge Marion Cal- to generate Supreme Court decisions.
lister in Boise, Idaho, ruled that Con- That's why NOW asked for speededgress acted unconstitutionally when it up review.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration suggested yesterday
that the Supreme Court consider wiping out on technical grounds a ruling
that throws a legal cloud over a final
push to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment.

Not quite
"just like Dad"

photo by Daan Koapflar
Mark Wilkinson, 3, taachas himself how to akata while hit dad, hockey
coach Bill Wilkinson, works with the team.
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Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green

Ph. 352-11S6
SPECIAL RATES ON
SUB-LEASES
Furnished or Unfurnished
. _
Unfurnished: $250

i Barm:
•
•
•
•
'1

Furnished:

Midnite SHOW

STUDENT COURT

FRI.&
SAT.
ONLY!!

HAS A LIMITED NUMBER
OF STAFF OPENINGS TO
FILL FOR WINTER

ARE AVAILABLE IN
THE STUDENT COURT

Caddushack

R

OFFICE, 405 STUDENT

CHEVY CHASE-RODNEY DANGERFIELD
MICHAEL OKEEFE., BILL MURRAY .c

SERVICES
:ES BUILDING.
APPLICATIONS!
iTIONSMUSTBE

x

Tommy
The Who ANNMARGRET

TURNED INBYTUESDAY
II
JANl
IUARY19th.
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TO THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY:
The Human Relations Gommission takes pleasure in celebrating
the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. January 15 not only
marks the birth of a man, but a rekindling of the values
associated with civil rights and human dignity. It is important
that we remember the Man but more important that we give
meaning to the ideals that he represented. In an institution of
higher education such as BGSU, students and faculty are constantly looking for constructive ways in which human values are
made important in an atmosphere of theory and abstraction.
Therefore, the simple message of love and dignity that Dr. MarJin Luther King, Jr. preached and practiced is more relevant today than ever before.

Dable to be off
air one hour
Persons who receive the Movie
Channel and the ESPN network on
their cable television system will
be without those stations for about
one hour tomorrow.
Because of a satellite switch,
those cable networks will be off the
air from 3:30 p.m. and will be be
Etional by about 4:30 p.m.,
■ Wise, president of Wood TV
vision, said.
Reception of these channels
should be better as a result of the
satellite switch, Wise said.

Nature's Manna
BREAD BAKING CLASSES
Series of 4 classes $25.00
Sign up by Jan. 21
Classes Start Jan. 25.

LEARN TO MAKE YOUR
OWN HOMEMADE BREAD

QUARTER. APPLICATIONS

S270

Landlord PaysAII Utilities ■
Launch y facilities available
Gas heal • Swimming pool
Parly room • Game room • Sauna
All residents are granted the
priviledge ot a membership to the
Cherrywood Health Spa.

But the Justice Department said
Thursday that because the controversy is moot if three more states fail
to ratify the ERA before June 30,
speeded-up review of the major issues
is improper. There will be plenty of
time between the June 30 deadline
and the effective date of the amendment if passed - two years - to decide
the constitutional issues raised by
NOW, the Justice Department said.
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■Jf from basic white & whole wheat to
pretzels & crackers
^f all materials supplied
■Jftake home your own loaf each week
■)f Plus taste a demonstration
loaf each week

134 E. Court
352-0236
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Divers look for bodies
in wreckage of crash
WASHINGTON (AP) - Divers crash.
"We want to know how long after
plunged into the frozen Potomac yesterday, searching for 70 bodies in a the last deicine that the plane was out
crumpled Air Florida jetliner which in the open," McAdams said, adding
investigators suspect was heavy with that ice "could add substantial weight
ice when it fell upon a bridge loaded to an aircraft and destroy the perforwith rush-hour motorists.
mance of an airplane."
The crumpled fuselage of the BoeThe frozen bodies of an infant and a
ing 737 lay a mere 20 feet from the woman were pulled from the river by
river bank and 25 feet from the sur- boat crews, bringing to nine the numface, but it proved tragically difficult ber of bodies in the morgue. Air
to bring up.
Florida said its Boeing 737 carried 79
Investigators focused on how ready people, leaving 70 still to be pulled
the plane was to take off in sub-freez- from the river.
ing weather Wednesday, how long it
Four passengers and a stewardess
stood on the runway, whether it was were the only known survivors.
properly deiced and what caused it to
slam into the 14th Street Bridge
TWO MEN in cars on the bridge
within seconds of lift-off from Na- were killed and three other commuttional Airport.
ers were seriously injured in the first
fatal American airline accident since
CHIEF INVESTIGATOR Francis Oct. 31,1979 when a Western airlines
McAdams said it could take from plane crashed in Mexico City.
three days to as long as two weeks to
In Miami, Cesar Alvarez, a senior
raise the 100.000 pound fuselage, but vice president of Air Florida, said the
officials said they hoped to swiftly plane was deiced "two or three
find two on-board recorders that times" and added that there were "no
might provide clues to the cause of the signs of fuel contamination."
see related story page I.

Parking rules relaxed

Senior Pommerettes Susan Rudder, Andrea Spleer, Amy Cale and Annette Dickinson practice a
new routine In the hallway of the first floor In the Eppler Complex. The Pommerettes next performance will be next Wednesday when the Falcons host the University of Toledo basketball team.

The Brothers of

Lambda Chi Alpha
Would like to wish all
the Chapters
that are participating in
the A X A cook's cook-off.

Goodluck!

staff photo by Dale Omorl

WEAR GLASSES AND
WANT TO FLY?
Be part of the Navy aviation-a Naval Flight Officer. As a flight officer, you'll be responsible for
controlling complex, on-board weapons and navigation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As a flight officer, you'll be given advanced technical training You'll gain early responsibility. And you'll have the chance for worldwide travel
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduates mav inquire). Applicants
must be no more than 29 years old and have vision correctable to 20/20. Relocation required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual vacation. Medical dental low
cost life insurance and other tax-free incentives Dependents' benefits available Promotion
program included.
PROCEDURE: Send resume to. or call: Naval Management Programs

cords and wool blends

25%-40%OFF

THE POWDER PUFF
525 RIDGE

t There will be no campaigning within 25' ol any polling place
on election day. Campaigning shall be defined as either personal solicitation or any form of advertisement.
2.There is a limit of $50.00 per candidate that may be spent
In connection with the entire campaign. Receipts must be
submitted by January 22, 5:00 p.m. in 405 Student Services.
3 Candidates are prohibited from:
a.
spending any of their allotted $50.00 to promote the
candidacy of Individuals other than themselves,
b.
joining in any agreements with other candidates for
the purpose of mutual benefit. The sole exception to
this rule shall be the candidates tor President and
VIce-President. who may campaign for themselves
and their funning mate only, and may cooperate In the
expenditure of their maximum combined total of
$50.00,
c.
using any signs or posters larger than 8Vt by 14",
d.
campaigning in any method which violates University
rules. University rules prohibit door to door campaigning, posters or flyers may only be put up on bulletin
boards or kiosks, and no sound amplifying device
may be used without permission.

""PRIME RIB FOR 2
All you can eat salad and choice of potato

more than
a steakhouse
1726 F Wooster

ENTIRE STOCK

The following are Rules for Campaigning for positions in the NEW Student Government. These rules will
be strictly enforced, with no exceptions.

11 am - Closing
Just clip this coupon and save

Luckv Steer

PANT SALE

ATTENTION S.G.A. Candidates:

Prime Rib
Dinner
2 for $9.99
2 • $9.99

JANUARY
CLEARANCES ON NOW

1st block W. of McDonald dorms

Navy Management Programs
280 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Jim Gibson 352-7236 or
On-Campus, Chuck Means 372-0359

°~*3L2
Sun. 11-9

Jumper cables are no longer availRegistered vehicles showing oncampus decals are now allowed to able from Parking Services because
back into parking spaces in lots 6,8,9, they were frequently stolen, even
and 12, Jean Yarnefi, director of Park- though identifications were left on
deposit. The Commuter Center will
ing Safety, said yesterday.
It's not really a change (in policy) loan jumper cables to students who
but merely a softening." Yarnell said. leave either a student identification or
The policy has been relaxed in the driver's license.
past during severe winters, she said.
Parking Services can provide assisThe designated lots are exclusively tance for students that have accifor on-campus students. The exten- dently locked themselves out of their
sion of the privilege is not for com- car. Security officers are able to
muter students, faculty or staff, unlock car doors by using a special
Yarnell said. Those drivers move tool, but specific identification and
their cars daily.
signing of a legal release form are
Allowing on-campus drivers to back necessary before the officers can
into parking spaces facilitates me- help, Yarnell said.
chanical repairs or jumping of a dead
If a driver leaves his lights on, a
battery which is sometimes necessary when a car sits in the cold patrol vehicle will radio the Campus
temperatures for prolonged periods of Safety and Security office giving the
decal number. A staff person will then
time, Yarnell said.
trace the car's owner and try to notify
PARKING SERVICES' vehicles him. This is particularly effective for
cannot be used for a jump because of students that live on campus, the
the small batteries in the patrol vehi- faculty or staff personnel because
cles, she said. Such a jump would they are more readily reached by
phone than commuters.
drain the batteries in the vehicles.

BG only

4.Any violation of these rules may be brought to the Elections
and Opinions Board by filing a written statement outlining
the alleged violation. This statement must be received in
405 Student Services by 5:00 p.m. January 22, 1982.
The Elections and Opinions Board win hold a hearing at
which time the alleged violator and the person filing the
complaint will be present. If the Elections and Opinions
Board finds the alleged violator guilty, he or aha may be
disqualified from the election.
5 Any candidate wishing to campaign In any University-owned
housing must obtain written permission from Residence

Elections will be held
Wed. Jan. 20 & Thur. Jan. 21

I Tee »C New. Jmi> 15. mi

Rapist confesses crimes, serves 21 life sentences
IN LOUISIANA, a life sentence
years for other crimes like armed because the rape victim insisted she tions continue in nearby Fairfield
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The man robbery, burglary and auto theft.
was not convinced Simonis was the County against Bradley C. Cox of without parole really does mean life.
Lancaster, Ohio, but Simonis also has
called the Ski Mask Rapist, who says
Simonis began his prison terms man who attacked her.
Authorities here say Simonis' stiff
his three-year terror spree included Sunday.
"Everything Simonis knew could confessed to them.
In addition, queries about Simonis sentences in Louisiana make it unA six-footer with broad shoulders, have come from newspapers, any81 crimes in 12 states, is now in
permanent residence at Angola moustache, wavy brown hair and body who attended the trial or anyone have been received from law enforce- likely that other states will seek to try
Prison - facing 21 life sentences plus hooded blue eyes, Simonis was ar- who investigated the case," she said. ment officials in California, Florida, him.
Georgia, Indiana, Michigan, Missis2,681 years in jail.
rested Nov. 27 in Lake Charles, his
During each of six court appear- home town.
HOWEVER, Clarence Von Wil- sippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma and
Officers had been told that a cm- liams, serving 50 years on the rape Wisconsin, state police in Louisiana
ances since early December, Jon
Barry Simonis said he was sorry like Simonis' was seen near the scene conviction, was released on Dec. 5 at say.
The string of prison terms imposed
about everything, but couldn't help of one of the 'ski mask rapist" at- a special court session in Orange,
It is his contention that these attihimself.
tacks. Simonis was placed under sur- Texas, on a motion filed by both the by Louisiana courts was the full ex- tudes color the thinking of many pertent of what the law could do to sons in the world today.
"I am guilty of these crimes. I knew veillance and was taken into custody defense and prosecution.
eitremely well what I was doing .as he left a store near his home.
"Simonis knew too many details not Simonis in that state. Only first-deHigh blood pressure has been a
beforehand, while I was doing it, and I
to have committed the rape," said gree murder carries the death pen- maior health problem for blacks of
IT WAS then that he told investiga- Orange County District Attorney Jim alty.
know now," Simonis told District
both sexes. Kiple said. Society usually
"He would be a candidate for fry- attributes high blood pressure among
Judge Charles Becnel during a Dec. tors about 81 armed robberies or Jenkins.
ing.
I
guarantee
it,
but
unfortunately
10 hearing in Donaldsonville.
burglaries in 30 cities in 12 states In Athens County, Ohio, a 22-yearblacks to stress, he said.
Simonis, who turns 31 Friday, said many of them involving rape or other old man apparently will be cleared of under our law, which was changed by
he would wear a ski mask during sexual crimes.
a rape and robbery conviction be- the U.S. Supreme Court, the death
'BUT THE ROOT of the problem
Other men had been convicted in cause the victim identified Simonis as penalty no longer applies on these
break-ins and often rape woman residents who happened to be home.
two of the crimes described by Si- her assailant, prosecutor Michael crimes, Jefferson Davis Parish Dis- foes back to West Africa. The black's
trict Attorney Gregg Arnette, said
idney system leads to salt retenWard said earlier this week.
monis.
.
after Simonis' 21st Dte sentence was tion, Kiple explained. "This is OK in
In Texas, one man was quickly
HE RECEIVED his 21 life senWest Africa, but in the New World,
tences on rape convictions, the extra freed but there was some confusion,
TWO OTHER rape-robbery convic- announced.

Simonis, who worked as an attendant in a cardiology unit at a Lake
Charles hospital, was first arrested in
Jan. 1978, for making obscene phone
calls to women. He was convicted but
received a suspended sentence after
agreeing to receive psychiatric help.

blacks I"""*-

Officials to investigate subway train derailment
WASHINGTON (AP) - Crews using blowtorches and a crane dismantled the wreckage of a subway train yesterday while three
different investigations began trying to find
out what caused the ruslwiour crash that
killed three people and injured at least 25
others.
Traffic was limited on the subway system between the capital and its suburbs as
four downtown stations remained closed so
the train could be removed.
The National Transportation Safety
Board, a panel of experts picked by Metro,
and the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority were investigating the

accident, the first fatal wreck in Metro's
five-year history.
The deaths and injuries occurred as the
derailed train backed up and the last of its
six cars slammed into a concrete abutment
in the tunnel. As many as 1,500 riders may
have been aboard.
The subway was packed because government workers left early to avoid the snow
and because a stalled train meant that only
a single rail could be used for both directions between some of stations.
As the train, bound for Maryland, approached the Smithsonian station on the
Mall from the north, its operator found he

was still being switched to the opposite rail. track by an incorrect switch, officials said.
Thus, when the train moved, the last car
HE CALLED central control, which mon- was gradually turned sideways, spanning
itors the trains, and his train was ordered two sets of rails, and was crushed around a
to back up before the crossover, according concrete pillar holding up the tunnel.
to Joe Sheard, in charge of the rail operations.
"There was enormous force because you
A supervisor, overseeing the manual had all the rest of the train pulling it
switching of the trains because automatic forward," said Cody Pfanstiehl, Metro
systems were out of order, hopped onto the spokesman. The skin of the car peeled off
last car and took control to back the train, and the floor buckled and tore.
officials said.
Metro officials were unable to say yesterBut at the far end, the last set of wheels day why the switches were in the wrong
had already passed beyond the switches on position and why the automatic controls for
the opposite track. It was kept on the wrong those switches were out of order.

where people already consume far too
many high-salt content foods, the
problem is worse for blacks."
Kiple also attributed the higher
incidence of infant deaths among
blacks than whites to the Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome. Magnesium
deprivation, caused by a lack of vitamin D, can produce the syndrome's
symptoms. Many persons today attribute these deaths to child abuse
and neglect.
"My explanation (on the high black
infant death rate) is only a hypothesis.

Be Your Own
Decorator

With Knape & \togt Comer Clip,
you aren't limited to standard
shelving designs, so you can make
your unit fit any area of your room.
Camouflage ugly radiators, create
a dramatic window treatment, make
use of space under stairs, construct
a room divider or jazz up a plain
wall Pick up a FREE Idea and howto brochure at our In-store display.
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Best Offers At
CHARLIE'S BLIND PIG

HAPPY HOURS 8-10 FRIDA Y & SA TURDA Y

1
1

4&0
<^.

NO COVER

CALL MICHIGAN'S

WHAT'S LINES!

No More Cement Blocks

Toll Free

Shelfs Put Up And
Taken Down the Easy Way

800-248-5708
24-hour recorded messages keep
you up-to-date on Michigan snow
conditions.

4-4-1

This Sunday: 2-4-1 PITCHERS NO COVER
This Monday: 10-4-1 DRAFT 8-12 $1.50 COVER
.6.6 E. Woos.er

For the Weather or Whatever.
PUT YOUR FINGER ON THE FUN.

STADIUM PLAZA

39* each

800-248-5700
Our travel specialists will give
you all you need to know about
■II there li to ski end do in
Michigan. Call between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. E.S.T.. Monday
through Friday.

HANKEYS
212 South Prospect
Phone 353-3221
353-3201

MICHIGAN TRAVEL BUREAU

■G
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i Dixie Electric Co. i2
An Entertainment Utility

TE
ay, -January
15
rridav*
J
Remember that fun little game
with the colored circles that forced you
into all sorts of interesting positions?
Well, TWISTER is the name of the
game and the Dixie is going to have
the biggest TWISTER party around!
Imagine the fun you'll have getting into all sorts of strange positions
with the one you've had your eye on all
night!
Remember, it all happens this Friday at Northwest Ohio's only utility
outlet!
O
COME PLUG YOURSELF IN

The BG News-
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BG icers look to hold CCHA lead;
face crucial series with Ferris
by Tracy Collins
managing editor
For the first time in three years,
Bowling Green's hockey team is faced
with a unique pressure: holding on to
first place in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association.
Chasing that position tias been an
elusive task for the Falcons since
taking the CCHA title in early 1979,
but they finally got a hold on first
place with last weekend's 6-3 and 5-4
sweep of Northern Michigan. The hold
on first place is miniscule, though, as
BG has but a .024 lead over secondplace Michigan State. The Falcons
are 11-4-1 in the league, 13-8-1 overall.
BG must now manage to hold on to
that lead, but losing two games to
Ferris State College this weekend
could drop the Falcons to as low as
fifth place. The Bulldogs enter the
series 9-5-2 in the CCHA, and 11-7-2
overall.
"I don't think there's any doubt
Bowling Green is for real," FSC
coach Kick Duffett said. "Coach
(Jerry) York has a good blend of
veterans and freshmen, and you just
don't sweep Northern Michigan at
Marquette and win as many games as
they have without being for real."

The teams have pursued different
roads to their current positions. FSC
was ranked as high as seventh in the
country earlier in the season, while
the Falcons were struggling. The opposite is now true, as BG holds down
the number four ranking in the nation,
while the Bulldogs have dropped out
of the rankings and out of the top
three in the CCHA standings.
"It's extremetly difficult for teams
that started out the way we did to
make a complete turnabout and finish
with a good record, but we can do it if
we keep playing the way we are right
now," BG coach Jerry York said.
"We're a hustling, enthusiastic team
and I believe we have the premier
defenseman in the nation in Brian
MacLellan.
"We're looking forward to coming
back home to play Ferris. They have
a good team again, so this is no time
for a letup."
"Everyone on the team knows what
we've gone through to get here," BG
goaltender Mike David said. "I don't
think we will have a letdown, because
we know what it was like being at the
bottom, and now much work it took to
get where we are now."
FSC has proven to be no easy opponent for the Falcons in the past two
seasons, during which they replaced
BG as a league power. The Bulldogs

have won three of the last four meetings between the two squads.
The series should prove to be a
series largely decided by penalties
and goaltending. BG is averaging 17
minutes in penalties per game, while
the Bulldogs are averaging just under
20 minutes per game. While both
teams are scoring on about 24 percent
of their power play opportunities, the
Falcons have scored an impressive
nine shorthanded tallies, compared to
two for the Bulldogs. George McPhee
scored his sixth career shorthanded
C" last Friday against NMU, tying
with Yves Pelland for the team
record. Sophomore Nick Bandescu
scored his fifth of his career in last
Saturday's contest.
BG is the top offensive team in the
CCHA this season, scoring 90 goals in
16 games. That is 20 more goals than
scored by any other team in the
league. The Falcons have 14 players
scoring in double figures, led by Brian
Hills, whose 41 points place him second in the league in scoring. Hills led
the team in scoring with just 55 points
last season.
The Falcons will take that potent
attack against the Bulldog's outstanding freshman goaltender, Rob
Hughston, who is the second-rated
goalie in the league, with a goalsagainst rating of 2.46.

Gymnasts host Kent State tomorrow
by Kermit Rowe
News reporter

photo by Roger Mazzarelia
BO'* Nick Bandescu battles lor tht puck In an earlier series against Miami in the lea Arena.
Tha Falcons host Ferris Stale in a big two-flame series, tonight and tomorrow.

Super soph does it all

Competing in what Bowling Green
coach Chuck Simpson calls T'one of
the most important matches of the
season," BG s women's gymnastics
team will host Mid-American Conference rivals Kent State in a dual meet
at Eppler North gym, tomorrow, at 1
p.m.
"This weekend's match is the one
we've been looking forward to for a
long time," said Simpson, whose
team boasts a fine 5-1 record this
season. "We (BG and KSU) have been
finishing one, two in the state
championships and the in MAC for a
very long time. They beat us the last

two years at the state tourney and we
beat them two years in a row before
that.
"We have never beaten them
here.The last time we met here, it
ended up as a tie. A tie is a million to
one thing in gymnastics. We just want
to prove to them that we can beat
them at home."
Simpson said he expects a very
close match. A look at the latest MAC
statistics sheet can explain why. BG
is ranked number one in the MAC in
high scores, with KSU close behind. In
average team scores, it is the other
way around as the Golden Falshes
hold a slim lead over BG.
The Falcons are coming off a winning performance on the road against
Western Michigan. Coach Simpson

said that he was "a little upset" with
his team's performance in that
match, but added, "if you win on the
road, when you are performing on
someone else's equipment and being
judged by their local judges, you
should be glad that you won, and I
am."
Simpson also pointed out that his
team was coming off a four-week
layoff at the WMU match and that his
team's performance was off a little
because of that. "We suffered from
the first match jitters, but that can be
expected.
"This will be Kent State's first
match of 1982," he added. "I hope that
they will perform the way we did in
our first match against Western Michigan.

•

Jenkins jukes to a new tune
by Joe Menzer
sports editor
A hush went through the Anderson Arena crowd as David Jenkins went
up for one of his patented dunk shots and came down with a sickening
thud in Bowling Green's game against Kent State. Wednesday night.
Many things that the leaping 6-5 forward does elicits response from the
crowd, but this was different. It lookedas if Jenkins really was hurt, and
that could have been disastrous for this year's BG team.
The play had looked familiar enough, with Jenkins flying into the lane
at near full speed and springing up towards the heavens, but out of
nowhere came KSU's Kenny Howell to clobber BG's super sophomore
and send him sprawling to the ground.
"When I went up, all I was thinking about was seeing stars. Then I
landed on my hand," Jenkins said.
Jenkins stayed in the game and played nearly the entire remaining
16:34 after the play. He even sank one of the two free throws awarded him
after the foul, even though he "really had no feeling in my (left) hand or
arm." Perhaps it would have been more appropiate for the officials to
award him the Purple Heart.
THE HAND was sprained, but Jenkins was still around at game's end
to finally settle the matter. A steal and a dunk with 4:12 left tied the game,
68-66, and Jenkins later added four free throws to ice the Falcon win.
There was a time, however, when the loss of Jenkins would not have
meant so much to the Falcon basketball team.
Always recognized for his astounding quickness and an uncanny knack
to be around the basketball, Jenkins had not displayed his real offensive
prowess until this season.
"Last year, defense was the main reason they would put me in," he
said. "The offense was always there, they Just had to get ft out of me. All
in all. I now consider myself a complete player, offensively and defensively.
Just a year ago, the same David Jenkins would probably have been
reluctant to make the same statement. His self-confidence on the court
was, he admits, sometimes lacking.
His statistics of a year ago bear that out. Although the Warren Western
Reserve graduate often showed flashes of brilliance and was probably the
team's best defensive player, he was inconsistent on offense and shot just
40 percent from the floor fa 1980-81. Jenkins wasn't exactly re-writing any
freshman scoring records either, and he finished the season with a
modest 4.6 average per game.
JENKINS WAS coming off the bench, though, something he hasn't had
to do this season and something he doesn't relish having to do again.
"Last year, I was kind of nervous. When I came into a game I didn't
want to make any mistakes. I would go into a game and take Joe Faine's
or Marcus Newbern's place. Faine was a great outside shooter and
Marcus is such a good penetrating player," Jenkins said. "When youget
in the game, the crowd expects you to do what they've been doing. That
would make anybody nervous."

This season Jenkins has strived to replace that nervousness with new
confidence. The results speak for themselves. Through BG's first 13
games, he is second on the team in scoring (12.6 per game), rebounding
(6.3 per game), field goal accuracy (.535), free throw accuracy (.821) and
assists (23). He also is far and away the team leader in steals with 28.
As Jenkins says, "Now teams have to respect my jumper."
After an outstanding basketball career at Warren Western Reserve,
Jenkins is used to commanding respect on the court. As a senior and a
first team Class AAA all-state selection, Jenkins led his team to a 23-1
record, averaging 23 points, 13 rebounds, and five assists per game.
IT WAS AT Western Reserve where Jenkins first learned of his
remarkable ability to anticipate opponents' passes. Now, that talent is his
trademark.
"If you're going to go for the ball, you shouldn't let the offensive player
know it. Act lazy, just stand there, but think a second ahead of nim,"
Jenkins said. "It takes quickness and concentration. Sometimes I let my
man open for a second and then try to come up with a deflection or a
steal.'f
Jenkins credits his high school coach, John Lawhorn, with teaching him
the art of stealing passes. Lawhorn credits Jenkins with being one of the
better players he has coached.
"David Jenkins improved more than any player I've ever had in my
program," Lawhorn said. "That was because he wanted to be a player so
Badly. He has great work habits."
To appreciate just how quick Jenkins is, it might be worthwhile to note
that he is the only known t' ayer to ever steal the ball from David Greer,
the Falcons' most deft ballhandler. Now the two players pass the ball to
each other, but at one time they were in different uniforms on the same
court.
"We played once, when I was a junior and he was a senior (at Canton
McKinley High) and I got him. I knew he was a good dribbler and no one
had ever stolen the ball off him," Jenkins smiles.
"There are two things you have to have to be great stealer," BG coach
John Weinert said. "You have to have a quick first step and you have to
anticipate. David has both, and he has good basketball sense.
"He has the best anticipation I've ever seen. This was a gift of God.
Coach Lawhorn developedit, but I don't care how good of a coach you are,
you can't teach what David Jenkins does."
Unfortunately, Jenkins' sprained hand may keep him from doing what
he does best against Eastern Michigan tomorrow night. Although Jenkins
practiced yesterday, he admits that he probably will not be full strength
tor the important Mid-American Conference game between the Falcons
(9-4 overall, M in the MAC) and the Hurons (10-4,2-1) in Ypsilanti.Mich.
"It's very important; if we get this game and come back to beat Toledo
(next week) I'm not saying we'll win it (the MAC title), but it'll be a big
step in the right direction ' Jenkins said. "I'll probably play, but it will be
hard for me to rebound, shoot, steal...it will take a lot away from my
game."

David Jenkins
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BGSU

1981 -82
Bill
Wilkinson

Jerry York

GO ICERS!

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!

fellRndpi.

ICE ARENA STAFF
DIAMOND SAVINGS

MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE
OPEN 9 5 DAILY

GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

AND LOAN COMPANV

500 I. Wootter
miooihlUrSl

"By The Tracks"

3928 N. Detroit Ava.
Toledo, O. 43612
476-9385

OHI<HN\I.

Mike David

Bill Jones
Trainer

George
McPhee
Wing
Senior
5'9"
170 lbs.
Guelph, Ontario

Armstrong Circuit
. s TAB. run

Don Woods
Ice Arena
Equipment
Manager

Graduate
Assistant

Assistant
Coach

Head Coach

i

Terry
Flanagan

CLA'ZEL/•

\3Cinema 1*2

Brian Hills
Center
Junior
5'10"
180 lbs.
Windsor, Ontario

Brian

H^*fl
j

The

.

■e - 2>B

MacLellan
Defense
Senior
6'3"
210 lbs.
Guelph, Ontario TU»* -

Brathaus

FALCON HOUSE

BRATHAUS
115 E. COURT 352-8707
RG - BEAT FERRIS STATE

140 E. Wooster

Barry Mills
Defense
Senior

5*11"
Marysville,

Scarborough.
Ontario

Your Running Shoo 4 Sporf«w#or Hoodquarttrs m B.G. "

Ph. 352-3610

Across from Sub-Me-Quick Mon.-Sat. 10-5

Peter Wilson
Wing
Sophomore
5'11"
190 lbs.
Oshawa, Ontario

175 lbs.

Goalie
Junior
•5'11"
170 lbs.

University Activity Organization

Andre Latreille
Wing
Senior
5*11"
170 lbs.
LaSalle, Quebec

Michigan

GOOD LUCK FALCONS
BEAT FERNS STATE

DELTA ZETA

CAMPUS
•V. S CORNER
■■*•*« l !r»» K.hl Ball
Cavaa* •! W«a**ar « S. CalUg*

Chris Sanna
Wing
Junior
6'2"
195 lbs.
Madison,

Kim Collins
Wing
Junior
6'0"
180 lbs.

JCPfcnney
DOWNTOWN SOWUNG GREEN

Score Some Goals For Us, Eh?

George Roll
Wing
Junior
6'1"
180 lbs.
Blue Island,
Illinois

Wisconsin.

Qualicum Beach,
British Columbia

A^ BGSU
FALCONETTES

Nick Bandescu
Wing
Sophomore
5'9"
155 lbs.
Port Huron,
Michigan

Good Luck from our
faatharad friond* ft
fin* flshas

163 S. Main

362-2595

visit us before and after the games

1011 S. Main

352-6459

RODGER'S
DRUG & CAMERA
STORE

The BG News
t

Read Tuesday's paper for
Hockey Highlights.

TteBGNmJi

HOCKEY
Perry Braun
Wing
Sophomore
5'11"
165 lbs.
Surrey,
British Columbia

B>H

V

■
E ts^rH^B' H

Tim Hack
Center
Sophomore
6'0"
170 lbs.

Mike Pikul
Defense
Sophomore
5'8"
170 lbs.
Rexdale, Ontario

:.

Grenfell,
Saskatchewan

Lucky
Steer
more than a itcaRhouse
Chris Guertin
Wing
Senior
5'10"
185 lbs.
Javison, Michigan

FALCONS!
Dave O'Brian
Defense
Sophomore
6'0"
180 lbs.
Kitchener, Ontario

"'

15. 1*2 u

[HJEJK
HE KEY

m

UNIVERSITY -BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Houti: Monday-Friday: 6:00
Saturday: 9:00 5:00

5:00

ent Services

ORDER YOUR 1982 YEARBOOK NOW!

George Smith
Guard
Sophomore
5'11"
185 lbs.
iMassena, New York

Doug Warren
Defense
Sophomore
5'10"
195 lbs.
Harwich,
Massachusetts

Fogliors
»»a»ll«r« South
945 S. Main
352-7571

Poallalt Eqtt
440 East Court
352-1596

Wayne Collins
Goalie
Sophomore
6'3"
210 lbs.
Burlington,
Massachusetts

*-^~

RACKETEER'S
434 E. WOOSTER

Wayne Wilson
Defense
Sophomore
6'0"
190 lbs.
Guelph, Ontario

1 ^ v

AL
NEWLOVE
REALTY
1740 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)352-1520

328 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OH

Garry Galley
Defense
Freshman
6'0"
175 lbs.
Ottawa, Ontario

Dave Randerso
Wing

Same Dov Service
Often Available - Phone First

352-7031

Scott Mader
Center
Freshman •
5'9"
175 lbs.
Silver Lake, Ohio

Freshman

6'4
200 lbs.
Stratford, Ontario

d "W M

w

DORSE Y REX ALL
DRUG STORE

Sherry Y. Noble, C.T.

2 LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU
500 E. WOOSTER
AND 1222 WEST WOOSTER

Hairstylists

BaaaJjaliHa—at by suu o( Ohio
1230 W. Wooater, B.G.
362-0612

1981-82 Bowling

Dan Kane
Center
Freshman
5'9"
160 lbs.
I Clinton, New York

530 E. Wooster
353-7732

Green Schedule

January 15

Ferris State (Home)

7:30

February 12

Ohio State

Home)

7:30

January 16

Ferris State (Home)

7:30

February 13

Ohio State Home)

7:30

January 22

at Notre Dame

7:00

February 19

at Miami

7:30

January 23

at Notre Dame

7:00

February 20

at Miami

7:30

January 29

at Michigan

7:30

February 26

Michigan (Home)

7:30

January 30

Michigan (Home)

7:30

February 27

at Michigan

7:30

February 5

Illinois-Chicago Circle (Home)

7:30

March 5-6

CCHA Quarter-Finals

TBA

February 6

Illinois-Chicago Circle (Home)

7:30

March 12-13

CCHA Semi-Finals and Finals

TBA

12 TV tt. Nm JHnarr IS. 1*2

Plenty of tickets left for
BG-EMU basketball clash

Wright hopes to offset graduation losses
by Jamie Young
News reporter
The outlook for Bowling Green's
men's indoor track team, with only
two of its Ail-Americans back from
last year's team, is better than one
might think, according to second-year
Coach Tom Wright.
BG's indoor season starts this afternoon at the non-scoring Eastern
Michigan Invitational in Ypsilanti.
Mich. Returning NCAA Indoor AllAmericans Chuck Pullom and Terry
Reedus will be leading the way for a
young team.
"There is a good deal of optimism
among our coaches about this year's
team. You'd think with the relay
teams depleted we wouldn't feel so
optimistic, but we feel this team has
more balance than last year's. We
had a good off-season of recruiting
and filled some voids," Wright said.
The sprinting events will be one of
the strengths for the Falcons, according to Wright. Sophomore Derrick
Smith, last year's Most Valuable
Freshman, should be the biggest as-

said that he expects it to stay strong.
The two-mile relay has seven people
competing for the tour spots. Reedus.
Pullom, Sauers and Johnson should
provide a strong core.
Reedus also will compete in the
hurdles where two freshmen. Simmons and Tom Pendrey, should provide a solid nucleus, Wright said.
Simmons has run the 110-meter hurdles in 14.4 seconds, a time surpassed
by only four hurdlers in BG history,
and Pendrey has a 14.5 clocking in the
same event. Pat Royer and Kevin
Siebert will run the shorter hurdle
races, with Oliver Hairston and freshman Bob Workman in the intermediates.
"IF THERE IS one weakness on the
team it's in the area of the jumping
events," said Wright. The reason for
this is the loss of Kelly Lycan, who
Saduated. Also, no veterans return in
2 triple jump."
The Falcons should be strong in the
high jump, though, with the return of
senior Dan Safkow, who holds both
the school's indoor and outdoor records. Pete Yaskowitz and freshman

set in the 100-meter and 200-meter
dashes. He turned in the team's best
times in these events last spring. Also
helping in the sprinting will be freshmen Al Brown and Terry Simmons
and junior Robert Zellers.
IN THE MIDDLE distance events,
besides Reedus and Pullom, the Falcons will be counting on Chris Koehler
in the half-mile and mile. Doug Sailers and David Johnson, a pair of
freshmen, will provide depth along
with veterans Chris Los, Holger Hille,
Bob Barrett and Tim Brennan. Dave
, Agosta, another indoor Ail-American
' from last year, is red-shirted, but will
return next season.
Koehler led the Falcons in the 5,000
and 10,000-meter runs last season and
again heads up the distance events.
Scott Creel, Clark Fox, Bill Maslink,
Bob Zink and Jeff Martin will help in
the longer races. In addition, freshmen Mickey DeChellis, Dan Gruneisen and Bowling Green High School's
Jeff Boutelle will be counted on to
provide depth, according to Wright.
Relays nave been the team's
strength in recent years and Wright

Jay Harper will both be competing in
the high jump and should challenge
Safkow, Wright said.
James Rhoades returns in the long
jump after leading the team last year,
with Pendrey andWorkman expected
to help out. The Falcons have just two
pole vaulters returning from last
year's team in Kevin Siebert and Tom
Coulon.
Dean Hall, an offensive tackle on
the football team, led the team in the
discus and shot put last year and also
will compete in the hammer throw.
Keane 0 Malley had the top hammmer throw in 1981 and he also returns. In the javelin, Bill Hampton is
back after leading the team in that
category last year. Transfer Tom
Gramce, from Bluffton, will also
compete in the javelin. Sophomore
Mike Hocter and freshman Bob Grace
could add depth in the shot put and
discus, respectively.
After the Eastern Michigan Invitational, the Falcons have nine meets
until the Mid-American Conference
championships on March 6, when they
will return to Ypsilanti.

For the first time in God knows how
many years, both Bowling Green's
basketball and hockey teams are
alone at the top of their respective
leagues.
Both teams face important tests
this weekend. The icers host Ferris .
State in a two-game series at the Ice
Arena, and the cagers travel to
Ypsilanti, Mich., to play Eastern
Michigan, a team that is among the
favorites to claim the MAC crown.
But suddenly, Coach John Weinert's
club must be considered one of those
favorites as well. BG remains the only
unbeaten MAC team at 3-0, and wins
against EMU and Toledo in its next
two games would put the Falcons in
command of the MAC race.
"Contrary to what a lot of coaches
may think, I feel students at a
University owe a basketball team, or
any team for that matter, nothing,"
Weinert said. "I think it is the team's
responsibility to win the respect of
their fellow students. When that
happens, a love affair blossoms
between the team and the fans."
What Weinert sincerely hopes is
that such a love affair develops
between his team and many
University students. For anyone who
remembers a time when BG was 17-3
and battling rival Toledo for the top
spot in the MAC, it is clear that
Weinert's team is usually supported
well by the students.
What Weinert also hopes, however,
is that some students will take the
initiative, hop in a car for a short road
trip, and drive to Ypsilanti, Mich., for
his team's encounter at 7:30 p.m.,
tomorrow, with EMU.
"I strongly feel that college
athletics are for the students first,
last, and always. Their support for the
past four years has been greatly
responsible for our great nomecourt
record," he said. "It is the students,
without question, that generate
enthusiasm. They're the noise

Women tracksters set to defend MAC title
Sy Tom Hisek
ews reporter
Bowling Green's women's track
coach, Pat Brett, will be depending on
a number of talented freshman as the
Falcons open their 1962 indoor season
today at the Michigan State Relays.
The Falcons were the outdoor MidAmerican Conference champions last
spring and finished second in the MAC
Invitational during last year's indoor
season. This was quite an accomplishment since the Falcons were the only
team to finish in the top four without
an indoor track, Brett said. Both the
women's and men's teams have to
practice in the cramped Ice Arena
during the winter.

LaDiedra Ballard of Maple Heights
and Pallastean Harris of Montrose,
Mich., to fill the void left by the loss of
the Jamison twins.
IN THE MIDDLE distances, Diana
Jennings holds the 400-meter school
record and junior Stephanie Eaton,
who is back with the Falcons after a
year's hiatus in Fla., shares the honors at 800-meters. Junior transfer
Nadine Verga, a 1980 Junior College
All-America at Erie Community College in N.Y., will add speed in the 400meter and 800-meter runs. Freshman
Sherry Pastor, Ohio's Class AAA high
school champ in the 100-meter hurdles
last year, is also expected to make a
contribution, according to Brett.
The distance events will be the

"Winter is basically a preparation
for us. We need the meet to see how
good we are; we basically use it for
speed and preparation," Brett said.
Brett said she feels the team is
strong overall, but that it lacks consistency in some areas, especially in the
field events.
The team will also have a speed
shortage in the sprints and relays.
Twin sisters Kim and Kelly Jamison
have been academically ineligible
since last summer. Kim won both the
100 and 200-meter dashes and teamed
up with her sister to help BG win the
400-meter relays at the MAC
championships.
Brett will have to rely on three
freshman, Wendy Wumer of Toledo,

Classifieds.

Falcons' main strength. AU-MAC
cross country runners Kathy Kaczor,
JoAnn Lanciaux, Terri Gindlesberger, Gidget Wickham, Rosalie Cocita, Bev Lynch and Sandra Cook give
the team its greatest depth in any
event.
Sophomore Barb Figgins will lead
the team in the shot put, while school
record holder Heidi Asmus returns in
the high jump.
"Central (Michigan) and Eastern
(Michigan) will be our biggest challenges, said Brett, in referring to the
strength of other MAC teams."They
don't have an NCAA Women's National Indoor Championship, so we'll
just try to be MAC champion, without
an indoor track."
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Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments
within walking distance to shopping,
campus activities and movie theatres.
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Student rental applications for 82 83-school
year will be accepted starting Feb. 1, 1982.
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water.
Rental applications may be obtained at
Amherst Village Apartments, (Rental Office)
1520 Clough St. 352-0164
Office Hours: 9-5
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Weinert even went to the trouble to
call EMU's ticket office to see how
many tickets are available for
tomorrow night's game. There are
flenty and if a BG student shows his
D., the cost of a ticket is just |1.50,
according to Weinert.
And why not? A little 45-minute
road trip never hurt anyone. By no
means am I suggesting that students
not go to either of the BG-Ferris State
hockey games, but there must be at
least a tew basketball die-hards out
there that would enjoy a last-minute,
poorly planned, let's load the car with
a couple 12-packs and go watch a
basketball game, road trip.
Why it even brings back high school
memories, and it should be a very
good game.
"It (EMU's Bowen Field House)
looks like a place where they used to
store airplanes," BG's David Jenkins
said. "They just put some bleachers
and a court in."
It sounds like an ideal place to wind
up a road trip.
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"With this in mind, we would like to
urge all those fans that can to come
and help us in our game with
Eastern."
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makers. They provide the positive
reinforcement when one of our
players does something well.
"I think a basketballplayer is no
different from any other voung man
or woman. The greatest feeling of
pride comes from the compliments
they receive from their own age
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